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Looking at Selling from the Buyer’s Perspective 
April 19, 2017 by Jeff Gardner (jeff@maximumperformancegroup.com) 

 
Early in my career a sales training expert worked with me for a few days.  I was a successful salesperson, and the sales 
trainer wanted to examine how I did my job and identify the steps that led to my success.  He asked me at our first 
meeting to describe my sales process.  
 
I really didn’t have a good answer because I had never thought about sales as a process.  Consequently, my vague 
response included comment such as, “I work hard, and I take care of my customers.  I ask questions, and I listen.”  The 
expert prompted me to elaborate, but I couldn’t.  It bothered me that I did not know why I was successful; I didn’t know 
the secret to my success. 
 
During my time with the sales trainer, I had to examine my own sales process.  What does it mean to work hard?  What 
does it mean to take care of your customers?  What questions do you ask your customers?  What do you listen for 
during a sales call?  I thought long and hard about those questions, and so started my experience with process 
improvement.  
 
Process improvement is used widely in the manufacturing arena to map out the steps of a manufacturing process and 
evaluate how processes can be improved.  It is a cause and effect relationship.  In sales, process improvement measures 
the specific steps that a salesperson follows in order to earn a sale.  
 
In recent years, there has been a shift in recognition that sales process improvement begins by understanding the 
buying process.  As sellers, we have to delve into the mind of the buyer.  We need to learn how and why they make 
decisions.  Once you understand the buyers’ methods, you will then realize that the selling process is a mirror reflection 
of the buying process.    
 

The Universal Buying Process: The buyer’s map to decision making 
 
1. Contentment: At the beginning of any buying process, you will likely find that the buyer is happy and satisfied.  I can 
go out and talk with 50 different prospect buyers and ask them if they want to consider buying from me and 50 out of 50 
will say that they are pleased with their current supplier.  Every once in a while, I might come across a buyer that says, 
“Gee, I’m so glad you stopped by today because I need your products, and I don’t have a supplier.”  I usually wake up 
from my dream shortly afterward.  The reality is that in the early stages of the buying process, the buyer is going to claim 
satisfaction.  
 
2. Examine current needs and motivators:  A buyer will not evaluate his/her company’s supplier or product needs 
unless prompted to do so by a great salesperson.  Begin by asking how the buyer makes their buying decisions. 
Investigate the company’s supplier requirements and preferences.  
 
Examining the needs of their company may cause a potential customer to re-evaluate the role of his/her current 
supplier, and the effect may be that you and the buyer find a gap where the company’s needs are not being met. 
 
3. Aware of gap:  If indeed there is a gap, it is crucial that you help the buyer to recognize the discord.  Early on, 
however, we as sellers will not necessarily know how big the gap is, nor will the buyer.  You would probably not switch 
your cellular service just because your monthly statement arrived on the second day of the month instead of the first 
day of the month, but you would probably switch cellular companies if your bill consistently arrived the day before it 
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was due.  In order for a buyer to switch suppliers there must be a significant gap in customer satisfaction.  Never start a 
sales pitch until you understand the magnitude of a customer’s dissatisfaction.   
 
Top sellers will take the time to clearly identify the scope of the buyer’s dissatisfaction before moving forward in the 
sales process. 
 
4. The gap becomes larger: At this point the buyer realizes that there is a considerable break between what s/he 
expects and what s/he is receiving.  The customer feels a significant amount of dissatisfaction with his/her current 
situation and is willing to consider other options.   
 
5. Review solution alternatives:  During this step top sellers know that they can begin presenting feasible solutions to fill 
the voids of the customer’s current dissatisfaction.  The salesperson can then ask for a commitment from the buyer.  The 
buyer may ask questions or show signs of hesitation. 
 
Changing suppliers seems simple from the perspective of a salesperson, however many buyers are risk averse and need 
to be assured in their decision making.  A salesperson should expect questions and some negotiation.  
 
6.  Questions & hesitations:  A word of caution: if you sense a lot of resistance at this point, you should evaluate 
whether or not you uncovered a gap large enough for the buyer to consider a switch.  A lot of objections at this point in 
the process can indicate that the buyer does not see his/her company’s current situation as dire enough to warrant 
change.  Is it possible that you misdiagnosed the gap and it is not as large as you made it seem?  Perhaps your 
suggestions are solutions for part but not all of the problems.   
 
Your solutions have to be strong enough and relevant enough to overturn the buyer’s dissatisfaction with the current 
method or supplier.  If the customer is hesitant and not willing to commit, then use the question I learned from a top 
sales executive, “I apologize. Obviously, I left something out of my proposal that’s stopping you from making a decision; 
do you mind telling me what it is?  This question is great at uncovering the hesitation that is preventing the buyer from 
committing to the sale. 
 
7. Select the best solution: The buyer makes a decision to go with your solution or to stay with the current supplier.  If 
you have followed the process, then the decision should fall your direction; however, in the real world, that doesn’t 
always happen.  If you can honestly say that you uncovered a large enough gap and presented an appropriate solution 
for the buyer’s dissatisfaction then you can feel comfortable that in the long run, you will win more sales.   
 
8. Supplier loyalty:  If you provide the customer with the solution that you presented, then the buyer will become a 
customer: cause and effect.  However, if you don’t deliver what you promised, the buyer will start to recognize that 
there is a gap between what they are getting and what his/her company needs – after all, you taught the buyer about 
gaps during your sales process.  If you don’t meet your customer’s expectations, then the buying process will start over 
again – only this time with your competitors.  
 
Salespeople are professionals, yet some of us don’t think about sales as a process.  Professionals in other careers would 
not attempt a make or break maneuver without having a plan for success along with a back-up plan for failure.  Take, for 
instance, an airline pilot.  No matter how many hours a pilot has logged, s/he always goes through a pre-flight checklist 
before the plane pulls away from the gate.  Skipping that pre-flight checklist could be deadly.  Obviously skipping a step 
in sales is not life threatening, however it will affect your bottom line and, worse yet, that of your customers. 
 
Always follow your sales check-list so you don’t have a problem when your sale is at 30,000 feet! 


